
The Sky over Berlin

Rolland Pereszlényi speaks about Berlin

“For me these paintings of Éva Köves unmistakably carry the atmosphere of Berlin. This 
is not only true of the buildings portrayed, but also the tone, proportions and the painting as a 
whole. In Berlin one feels that the sky, the clouds, they are closer than anywhere else. It may 
come from the proportion of the streets against the buildings that the clouds seem much bigger, 
you can almost sense the sky, and this fills you with a sense of freedom, lightens your soul. 
Berlin has been the recurring scene of my life for many years now, but I lived continuously there
in the past four years, up until last year. 

We organised a performance evening with Balázs Beöthy in the Rudas Baths in Budapest
in the early 90s, introducing artists from Berlin. I already felt attached to the city, but it began in 
earnest, when we had an exhibition in Berlin with the group Hejettes Szomjazók, and as things 
proceeded I fell in love with a Berlin girl. In the meantime, I made better friends among the 
artists in Berlin and they invited me to show my works. It turned out that Berlin is an interesting 
place, and I enjoyed going there more and more. It is a fantastic city, it is great living there. The 
Berlin feeling is made up of a few dimensions for me. One is that the huge spaces, scale of the 
city are not oppressive in the least. The streets and buildings are all large, but harmonize, so a 
person does not feel small in comparison. Another thing is that it has always been an 
international city, where a huge number of artists live. The coffee houses do not close at night, so
that life seems very liberated and animated. New underground bars are opening all over the city 
all the time, programing concerts and exhibitions so people just flow from one place to the other.
Many Russians, Poles, Americans and Dutch live there, and of course Hungarians, so it is easy to
make acquaintances and friends.

On the other hand, Berlin is a really German city in the sense that everything is very 
organised, and things are very unambiguous, which helps foreigners living there. It seems like 
you can see and assess exactly what is happening around you, emotionally everything is very 
accessible on the surface, so it is very easy to fit in. You are an alien, but do not feel that way. 

Since the wall has been pulled down, the city has gone through incredible change. For 
example, earlier there had been a Western and an Eastern city-centre. Now that the government 
has moved there, a third has also come about, and the old ones changed form. Art has the main 
role in the Eastern centre, with many galleries settling in. The Western part is more ordered, 
traditional, while the Eastern part is more youthful, innovative, though its infrastructure is not so 
sound. Huge numbers of new tenants have moved in with new needs that have fundamentally 
transformed complete districts. One gets drawn into the flow of life in East Berlin just by being 
there, without wanting to, the strangest exhibitions with very much their own dynamics. In an 
atmosphere as free as this art and life merge in the most natural way possible.”
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